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Abstract 

 

Flow shop scheduling of jobs has always been a popular problem that has 

found solutions in the number of heuristic and meta-heuristic techniques. In 

this manuscript, two-machine flow shop scheduling problem has been 

investigated while optimizing makespan and idle time of machines. 

Uncertainties in the processing time and set up times of jobs involved are also 

taken into consideration in the form of fuzzy values. The multi-objective 

Black hole algorithm has been used to optimize scheduling of jobs on two 

machines taking into consideration the fuzziness in the environment involved. 

The resulting values of makespan and idle time of machines as well as 

transporting agents are compared to existing heuristic approach as well as 

other metaheuristic approaches such as Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarm 

Optimization and NSGA-II algorithm. It is empirically evaluated that Black 

Hole algorithms based approach performs better than existing heuristic and 

meta-heuristic approaches for the problem under consideration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nature has always fascinated and motivated human beings. This is also depicted by 

the recent technological advancement in various optimization fields of science and 

engineering. In actual engineering problems, different objectives often conflict with 

each other, and hence obtaining an optimal result is very difficult. Nature-inspired 

algorithms are considered to be very efficient in solving such complex problems. It 

has been a field of inclination for people in scientific and engineering studies in recent 

years.  

In this paper, one of the recent nature-inspired algorithm namely Multi-Objective 

Black Hole (MOBH) algorithm (Hatamlou, 2013; Jeet, Dhir, & Singh, 2016) has been 

investigated for scheduling of jobs on two sequential machines. The set up times of 

the jobs are considered to be sequence dependent. Setup time includes time to prepare 

the machine, process, or bench for product parts or the cycle. For a pure industrial 

machine process, this may include obtaining, adjusting and returning tools, 

positioning work in process material, cleanup, and inspection of material involved 

(Kim & Bobrowski, 1994). Sequence dependent set up times are found to be very 

much significant when the jobs are operated at full or near full capacity (Fattahi, 

Hosseini, & Jolai, 2013). Since, the present word emphasizes on two machines, single 

transporting agent is involved. Numerous applied and experimental situations are 

observed in day-to-day working in factories and industrial production concerns where 

the different jobs are processed on different machines planted at different places. 

Transporting agents are used to transport jobs from one machine to another. 

Transportation time thus includes loading time, moving time and unloading time etc. 

and has observed to have a significant role in production concern. In addition return 

time of transporting agent back to first machine has also been considered for job 

scheduling. It is also significant while scheduling jobs in the problem under 

consideration. 

Due to the uncertainties involved in the environment, the existing approaches are not 

found to be applicable (without modifications) to real time situations. In this paper, in 

order to overcome this issue, the concept of fuzzy environment has been used to 

manage the processing time and setup time of jobs with the basic theory of job 

scheduling on multiple machines. The effective processing time and setup time of the 

jobs are evaluated by using Yager’s (Yager, 1981) average high ranking formula. An 

existing heuristic based approach (Gupta, Sharma, & Aggarwal, 2013) incorporated 

the concept of fuzzy based processing time and set up times for handling uncertainties 

in scheduling of jobs. They enlightened three key reasons to use fuzzy set theory in 

scheduling of jobs in the problem under consideration.  

 Imprecision and vagueness inherent to the decision maker’s prospective for 

the problem under consideration. 

 Information required for the formulation of the problem, its objectives, 

decision variables, constraints and parameters may not be accurately 

measurable. 

 Impreciseness due to decision maker’s biasness or subjective opinion.  
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As a result, the concept of fuzzy logic can be used to bridge the gaps in subjective and 

real formulation of the problem under study. Scheduling of jobs on multiple machines 

has been an upcoming research topic in the past couple of decades. A large number of 

engineers and researchers have been working to perform optimization of multiple 

different criteria for scheduling n jobs on p machines. Meta-heuristic approaches were 

also used for job shop scheduling in the past decade. Meta-heuristic approaches were 

also used for flow shop scheduling in the past decade. Some of the recent 

optimization algorithms have been observed to be inspired by nature. Table 1 gives a 

brief description of some of the work based on the use of nature-inspired algorithms 

for scheduling of jobs on multiple machines. Motivated by the growing use of nature-

inspired algorithms for job scheduling, multi-objective Black Hole algorithm has been 

investigated for this purpose. 

 

Table 1.  Literature Review of nature-inspired algorithms for job scheduling 

Research Work Criteria Optimized Heuristic followed 

(Dhingra, 2006) Tardiness, makespan, total 

earliness and number of tardy jobs 

Hybrid GA, Hybrid Simulated 

annealing 

(Rabanimotlagh, 

2011) 

Makespan and total flow time Ant colony optimization algorithm 

(Musikapun & 

Pongcharoen, 2012) 

Earliness and tardiness penalty 

costs 

Bat algorithm 

(Narendhar & 

Amudha, 2012) 

Makespan hybrid of Ant Colony 

Optimization and Bacterial 

Foraging Optimization 

(Xiong, Tan, Yang, 

Xing, & Chen, 2012) 

Makespan, minimizing total 

workload, and minimizing 

maximal workload 

Hybrid multi-objective 

evolutionary approach local 

search procedure based on critical 

path theory 

(Marichelvam & 

Prabaharam, 2012) 

Minimize makespan and mean 

flow time 

Bat algorithm 

(Tran & Ng, 2013) The completion time of jobs and 

the total tardiness time of jobs 

Water flow algorithm 

(Niu, Ong, & Nee, 

2013) 

Makespan, tardiness and mean 

flow time of the schedules 

Intelligent Water Drops 

(Tian, Liu, Yuan, & 

Wang, 2013) 

Makespan and mean completion 

time 

Discrete particle swarm 

optimization 

(Karthikeyan, Asokan, 

& Nickolas, 2014) 

Maximum completion time, the 

workload of the critical machine 

and the total workload of all 

machines 

Firefly and Local search 

 

The prime contributions of this research work are listed below. 

 Formulation and investigation of the use of Black Hole algorithm for the process of 

scheduling n jobs on two machines on the basis of multiple criteria namely Ideal 
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time of the machines, ideal time of transporting agent and makespan for the whole 

system. 

 Comparison of proposed algorithm to that of existing Multi-Objective Genetic 

Algorithm (MOGA), Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) and 

Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) algorithms with respect to 

job scheduling on two machines. 

 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, material, methods and samples 

for the experimentation have been discussed. Results of experimentation and their 

empirical evaluation has been discussed in Section 3. The paper is concluded in 

Section 4 mentioning some future recommendations. 

 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Scheduling of multiple jobs on multiple machines while taking into consideration the 

makespan of the system (jobs scheduled on machines), idle time of the multiple 

machines involved  as well as transporting agent used to transport jobs from one 

machine to another is an important problems that have been encountered by 

production engineers very frequently.  

 

In order to mathematically formulate the problem, consider n jobs that are to be 

scheduled on 2 sequential machines. Each ith job is associated with fuzzy processing 

time and fuzzy set up time along with transporting time from machine A1 to A2.  

Number of possible combinations of jobs (to formulate a schedule) that could be 

investigated is exponentially large and solution of such a problem is NP-hard. Gupta 

et al. (Gupta, et al., 2013) proposed a heuristic that is able to solve this fuzzy NP-hard 

problem. As the number of jobs to be scheduled increases, the efficiency and 

effectiveness of this approach reduces. As mentioned above, nature-inspired 

algorithms have the capability to solve such large sized problems.  

 

 

NOTATIONS 

The mathematical formulation involves following notations. 

n:   Number of jobs to be scheduled 

p:  Number of sequential machines 

i:    Job under consideration 

k:  Machine under consideration 

Mik: Fuzzy processing time of ith job on kth machine where i =1,2,.....,n and k=1, p. 

h(Mik): Average high rank value of processing time of ith job on kth machine where i 

=1,2,.....,n and k=1, p 

Sik:      Fuzzy set up time of ith job on kth machine where i =1,2,.....,n and k=1, p 

h(Sik):Average high rank value of set up time of ith job on kth machine where i 

=1,2,.....,n and k=1, p 

tmi:   Transport time for transporting agent from machine A1 to A2 for ith job 

rti:  Return time for transporting agent from machine A2 to A1 for ith job 
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IA1: Idle time for machine A1 

IA2: Idle time for machine A2 

IT   : Idle time for transporting agent. 

Makespan (Time of completion of last job scheduled on machine A2). 

Objectives: The objectives of optimization are to sequence jobs to minimize IA1, 

IA2, IT and Makespan. 

In order to identify optimal sequence of jobs to be scheduled on 2 machines, MOBH 

algorithm has been used. This algorithm is population based optimization algorithm 

that has been inspired by black hole theory of the universe.  

2.1.Samples Under Investigation 

Since no standard dataset is available for flow shop scheduling on sequential 

machines in fizzy environment. So, the samples are generated randomly for 

experiments and empirical evaluations. The parameters required for generating 

random samples are given in Table 2.  

The basic example for flow shop scheduling in fuzzy environment as depicted and 

evaluated by Gupta et al. (Gupta, et al., 2013) has also been discussed for validating 

the comparison of proposed meta-heuristic (based on MOBH) and existing heuristic 

approach for the problem under consideration. Start up time for each job on each 

machine is generated in a similar manner with different upper (u_start) and lower 

(l_start) bounds as described in Table 2. Time required by transporting agent to 

transport (tmi) job i from machine A1 to A2 and return time (rti) from machine A2 to 

A1 are also generated randomly. 

 

Table  2.  Detail of parameters required to generate random samples. 

Parameter Value 

n 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 

p 2 

Upper bound for processing time (u_pro) 80 

Lower bound for processing time (l_pro) 20 

Upper bound for start up time (u_start) 2 

Lower bound for start up time (l_start) 10 

permitted_limit 5 

2.2.Problem Encoding and Population Initialization 

In order to encode the problem of scheduling n jobs on p potential sequential 

machines using MOBH algorithm, initial population of candidate job sequences are 

required. Each candidate is hence a possible sequence of jobs to be executed one after 

the other. One of the individual in the population is encoded as 2,3,1,5,6,4. It means, 

Job 2 is the first job to be scheduled followed by job 3. Population of possible job 

sequences is generated randomly as shown in the code below.  
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for k=1 to 2 //for all p machines 
 for i= 1 to n //for all n job 

bufferik=round(rand(1,n) .* (u_pro-l_pro) + l_pro); 
for j=1: 

r_limit=round(rand(1,n) .* (permitted_limit-1) + 1); 
if(j==1) 

Mij(:,j)= bufferik -r_limit; 
end 
if(j==2) 

Mij (:,j)= bufferik; 
end 
if(j==3) 

Mij(:,j)= bufferik +r_limit; 
end 

end 
end 
end 
  

Table 3 describes the common control parameters for implementing MOBH algorithm 

for scheduling of jobs on two sequential machines under fuzzy environment. The 

values of these parameters are set by repeated execution of these algorithms (manual 

tuning). Fig.1 describes the implementing of MOBH for scheduling of n jobs on 2 

potential sequential machines. 

Table  3. Common control parameters Black Hole algorithm for job scheduling 

Parameter Value 

Number of variables to be 

optimized (n) 

Number of jobs to be scheduled as input by the 

production engineer 

Population size (Pop) Five times the number of jobs to be scheduled.  

Population Randomly generated candidate job sequences 

Generations 
10 * n or when Total cost of the schedule does not 

change for 200 consecutive iterations 

 

For scheduling of jobs on potential machines taking into consideration uncertainties in 

processing time, setup time of jobs (Gupta, et al., 2013) including the transportation 

time tmi and return time rti of transporting agent, the sequencing of  three consecutive 

jobs (i-1), i and (i+1) is performed such that  

min(h(Mi1)+rti-1+tmi+h(S(i-1)1),h(M(i+1)2)+rti+tm(i+1)+h(Si2)< 
min(h(M(i+1)1)+rti+tm(i+1)+ h(Si1), h(Mi2)+rt(i-1)+tmi+ h(S(i-1)2) 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed approach based on MOBH has been empirically used for flow shop 

scheduling in fuzzy environment. In order to validate its better performance as 
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compared to existing heuristic proposed by Gupta et al. (Gupta, et al., 2013), the small 

base example used by Gupta et al. (Gupta, et al., 2013) has been investigated. 

Table 4 provides the information about the fuzzy inputs for processing time (M) and 

setup times (S) for 5 jobs (n) scheduled on 2 machines (p). Average high rank value 

of processing times h(M) and set up times h(S) are calculated using Yager’s Average 

High Rank formula. Transport time for transporting agent from machine A1 to A2 

(tm) and return time for transporting agent from machine A2 to A1 (rt) has also been 

given corresponding to each job. 

In order to compare the performance of meta-heuristics and heuristic under 

investigation, Total cost obtained by summation of IA1, IA2, IT, Makespan has been 

used as comparison criteria. The values of idle time for machines A1 (IA1), A2 (IA2), 

transporting agent (IT) and Makespan of best flow shop schedule along with the Total 
cost for the example shown in Table 4 (for proposed MOBH and existing MOPSO, 

MOGA and NSGAII algorithms for flow shop scheduling) are given in Table 5. 

Analysing Table 5 reveals the improved performance (in terms of least Total cost) of 

MOBH and MOGA algorithms based approaches. The existing heuristic approach 

performs worst for the base sample under investigation. 

Table 6 shows the values of objectives under investigation namely, IA1, IA2, IT, 
Makespan and Total cost for randomly generated samples as discussed in Section 2.1. 

It is observed that the approach based on MOBH performs better for scheduling of 

jobs on two sequential machines when compared to other counterparts in 4 out of 5 

sample cases. 

 

Step 1 [Initialize population]: 

Step 1.1: Encode and initialize the population of flow shop sequences. Each 

individual is called a star.  

Step 1.2: Set parameters as shown in Table 2 and 3. 

Step 1.3: Randomly generate fuzzy processing time M, fuzzy start up time S, 

transport time tm and return time rt for each job. Obtain h(M) and h(S) for each job 

to be executed on each machine by using Yager’s Average High Rank formula.  

Step 1.3: Evaluate fitness of each candidate flow shop sequence in the population 

using minimum ideal time for both the machines, transporting agent and 

Makespan. 

Step 1.4: Store the flow shop sequence that represent non-dominated vectors in the 

temporary repository named REP. 

Step 1.5: Generate hyper-cubes and update REP to store current non-dominated 

solutions.  

Step 1.6: Select current best non-dominated job sequence achieved so far and 

designates it as Black Hole (XBH). 

Repeat steps 2 to 6 until the stopping criteria is met (as shown in Table 3) 
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Step 2 [Identify new possible solutions]:  For each iteration t, identify new location 

(xj(t+1)) for each job sequence (xj(t)) by using 

 

Step 3 [Search for a better solution]: 

Step 3.1: Evaluate fitness of each new flow shop sequence xj(t+1). 
Step 3.2:  If new job sequence is better than the current candidate job sequence 

taking into consideration multiple objectives and their non-dominance, then 

replace the current solution with this new solution else ignore it.  

Step 4 [Update the best solution]: 

Step 4.1: If the new flow shop sequence xj(t+1) is better than the current Black 

Hole (xBH), then designate this new sequence xj(t+1) as new Black Hole (xBH).  

Step 4.2: Calculate the radius of event of horizon (R) of the Black hole flow shop 

sequence in non-dominated Pareto front, by calculating all h components of radius 

as shown below. 

 

where fBH is the fitness value of the Black Hole flow shop sequence and fj(h) is the 

fitness value of the hth objective of jth flow shop sequence.  

Step 4.3: For each candidate flow shop sequence, if the difference in fitness value 

of every objective function (h) and Black Hole dominates corresponding 

component of R (fj (h)- fBH dominates R(h)), the candidate flow shop sequence is 

discarded as it is regarded to be entered in event horizon of Black Hole and is thus 

vanished. 

Step 4.4: Update hyper-cubes and REP to maintain current non-dominated 

clustering. 

Step 5 [Output]: Return REP which includes resulting non-dominated clustering. 

Fig. 1.  Multi-Objective Black Hole Algorithm for flow shop scheduling 

Table  4.  Machines with fuzzy setup and processing time 

Job i Machine A1 Tm rt Machine A2 

Mi1 Si1 Mi2 Si2 

1 (6,7,8) (2,3,4) 4 3 (7,8,9) (2,4,6) 

2 (10,11,12) (1,2,3) 8 3 (12,13,14) (2,3,4) 

3 (5,7,8) (2,4,6) 10 3 (6,7,8) (1,2,3) 

4 (8,10,12) (1,2,3) 3 3 (9,10,11) (3,4,5) 

5 (7,8,9) (2,3,4) 5 3 (4,5,6) (1,2,3) 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Flow shop scheduling of jobs on two potential sequential machines while optimizing 

idle time of the machines, idle time of transporting agent and Makespan for the job 

sequence is an important engineering, manufacturing and production problem. A large 

number of heuristic and meta-heuristic techniques have been developed to solve this 

problem. In this paper, multi-objective Black Hole algorithm has been investigated for 

solving this flow shop scheduling problem. Comparison of proposed approach has 

been done to existing multi-objective approaches based on Genetic Algorithm 

(MOGA), Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) and Particle 

Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) while flow shop scheduling of n jobs on 2 sequential 

machines. Multi-objective Black Hole algorithm based approach has been empirically 

found to perform better than other counterparts as well as existing heuristic approach. 

The work can be further extended by experimenting with other novel nature-inspired 

algorithms such as Bat (Yang, 2011) and Firefly algorithms (Yang & He, 2013). 

Scheduling on n jobs on p machines is yet to be experimented in future. 

 

Algorithm IA1 IA2 IT Makespan Total cost 

(IA1+IA2+IT+Makespan) 

P
ro

p
o

se
d

 

A
p

p
ro

a
ch

 

MOBH (Jeet, et 

al., 2016) 
0 15.66667 28.33333 78.33333 122.3333 

E
x

is
ti

n
g

 M
et

a
-H

eu
ri

st
ic

 

A
p

p
ro

a
ch

es
 

MOGA (Deb, 

2001) 
0 15.66667 28.33333 78.33333 122.3333 

MOPSO 

(Coello, Pulido, 

& Lechuga, 

2004) 

0 16 28.33333 78.33333 126.6667 

NSGA-II (Deb, 

Agrawal, 

Pratap, & 

Meyarivan, 

2000) 

0 25.33333 23.33333 78 126.6667 

E
x

is
ti

n
g

 

H
eu

ri
st

ic
 

A
p

p
ro

a
ch

 

(Gupta, et al., 

2013) 

 

0 28.6667 24.6667 74.3333 127.6667 

 

Fig. 1.  Multi-Objective Black Hole Algorithm for flow shop schedulingValue of 

objectives for base example 
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Table  6.  Value of least Total cost for randomly generated samples 

 

Algorithm Number 

of Jobs 

IA1 IA2 IT Makespan Total cost 

(IA1+IA2+ 

IT+Makespan) 

P
ro

p
o

se
d

 

A
p

p
ro

a
ch

 MOBH 

(Jeet, et 

al., 2016) 

10 0 85.66667 481 568.6667 1135.333 

20 0 300.3333 1162.667 1260.667 2723.667 

30 0 1617.333 1729 1725 5071.333 

40 0 439.6667 2185 2416 5040.667 

50 0 93.66667 2516.667 2954.333 5564.667 

        

E
x
is

ti
n

g
 M

et
a

-H
eu

ri
st

ic
 A

p
p

ro
a
ch

es
 

MOGA 

(Deb, 

2001) 

10 0 86 475 595.6667 1156.667 

20 0 289.6667 1174.333 1267 2731 

30 0 1672 1739 1722.667 5133.667 

40 0 374.6667 2194.333 2435.333 5004.333 

50 0 78 2518.667 2973.333 5570 

       

MOPSO 

(Coello, et 

al., 2004) 

10 0 106.6667 483 564.6667 1154.333 

20 0 296.3333 1174.667 1269 2740 

30 0 1683.333 1735 1722 5140.333 

40 0 383.6667 2189 2425.333 4998 

50 0 76.66667 2514.667 2962 5553.333 

       

NSGA-II 

(Deb, et 

al., 2000) 

10 0 85.33333 475 595.6667 1156 

20 0 567.3333 1166.667 1217.333 2951.333 

30 0 2379 1734 1692.333 5805.333 

40 0 31.33333 2094 2544.333 4669.667 

50 0 82.33333 2519.667 2984.667 5586.667 

        

E
x

is
ti

n
g

 

H
eu

ri
st

ic
 

A
p

p
ro

a
ch

 (Gupta, et 

al., 2013) 

 

10 0 139.3333 477 556.3333 1172.667 

20 0 495.3333 1170.667 1220.333 2886.333 

30 0 2818.333 1735.667 1667 6221 

40 0 649 2190.333 2376.667 5216 

50 0 122.6667 2513.667 2950 5586.333 
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